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The surface structure of MgOs111d-s131d bulk and thinned single crystals have been investigated by
transmission and reflection high-energy electron diffraction, low-energy electron diffractionsLEEDd, and x-ray
photoelectron and Auger electron diffraction. Thes131d polar surface periodicity is observed both after
800 °C annealing in air and also after oxygen plasma cleaning and annealing in ultrahigh vacuum. The x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy and diffraction results were analyzed by simulations based on path-reversed LEED
theory and by first-principles calculations to help distinguish between different mechanisms for the stabiliza-
tion of this extremely polar oxide surface:s1d stabilization by adsorption of a hydrogen monolayer; maintaining
the insulating nature of the surface ands2d stabilization of the clean O or Mg terminated 131 surface by
interlayer relaxations and two-dimensional surface metallization. The analysis favors stabilization by a single
OH layer, where hydrogen sits on top of the O ions with O-H bond distance of 0.98Å. The in-plane O and Mg
positions fit regular rocksalt sites, the distance between the topmost O and Mg plane is 1.04 Å, contracted by
,14% with respect to bulk MgO distance of 1.21 Å, while the interlayer separation of the deeper layers is
close to that of bulk, contracted by less than 1%. The presence of a monolayer of H associated with the
terminal layer of oxygen reduces significantly the surface dipole and stabilizes the surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The stability of polar oxide surfaces has long been a prob-
lematic question, as discussed in books on oxide surfaces1,2

and recent reviews of polar oxide surfaces.3,4 In the standard
model, bulk-terminated polar oxide surfaces have diverging
ssurfaced energies because alternating layers of oppositely
charged ions produce a diverging electric dipole moment
perpendicular to the surface, giving rise to the so-called “po-
lar surface instability” problem. The rocksalt structure is of-
ten the most stable form for highly ionic solids, and has been
the prototype for experimental and theoretical studies of neu-
tral and polar oxide surfaces. The structure consists of two
interpenetrating fcc lattices of oxygen anions and metal cat-
ions in a +2 oxidation state, making these oxides even more
ionic than the prototypical ionic NaCl. The polar MgOs111d
surface, consisting of equidistant alternating layers of oxy-
gen and magnesium, in particular, has been an important test
case of the polar instability problem.

In the 1970’s, the polar oxide surface problem was con-
sidered settled, with a consensus between theory5 and
experiment6,7 that clean MgOs111d polar surfaces do not ex-
ist, but facet into neutralh100j planes, and thereby making
the surface energy finite. The first scanning electron micros-
copy sSEMd and low-energy electron diffractionsLEEDd
study of MgOs111d surfaces reported thermal faceting into
three-sided pyramids.6 The faces of these micropyramids
were interpreted as the neutralh100j surfaces suggested by
theory, although there were no direct measurements of the
actual facet angles due to charging effects in LEED and the
inability to quantify topography from single SEM images.
Discovery of reconstruction-stabilized MgOs111d polar oxide

surfaces by reflection high-energy electron diffraction
sRHEEDd and reflection electron microscopysREMd8,9 ne-
cessitated a revisiting of the faceting model. Plasset al.10

showed that acid etching, rather than thermal annealing, is
responsible for the reported faceting of the MgOs111d into
three sided pyramids. Atomic force microscopysAFMd and
tomographic SEM measurement found the facets to be close
to the higher indexh332j planes instead of the neutralh100j
planes.4,10 Faceting as a stabilization mechanism requires
mass transport that one would expect to happen at higher
annealing temperatures. However, instead of inducing or pro-
moting faceting, increasingly higher temperature annealing
was found to have no effect on the faceting at low to mod-
erate temperatures, and to erase the faceting at high tempera-
tures, replacing it with reconstruction-stabilized flats111d
terraces with air stable reconstructions. The structure of the
MgOs111dsÎ33Î3dR30° , s232d, ands2Î332Î3dR30° re-
constructions were studied by direct methods applied to
transmission electron diffraction to find terminations given
by periodic arrangements of oxygen trimers and single oxy-
gen atoms.11 The s232d reconstruction, also reported for
NiOs111d sRefs. 12–14d and FeOs111d,15 fits well with the
simple electrostatic prediction as the most favorable solution
for s111d rocksalt oxide surfaces. The idea of an octopole as
the smallest neutral building block of the rocksalt structure is
the basis of these models.16–18The simple electrostatic octo-
polar model has been questioned by recent grazing x-ray
diffraction experiments and first-principle calculations for
the model MgOs111d-s232d surface, finding marked depen-
dence of thes232d structure on thermodynamic parameters
such as oxygen partial pressure and temperature. For ex-
ample, Mg-covered terminations with peculiar insulating
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electronic structure were favored in O-poor conditions, and
the O-terminated octopole was favored in O-rich environ-
ments. Similarly, the remaining two reconstructionssÎ3
3Î3dR30° ands2Î332Î3dR30° cannot be explained by the
electrostatic models; recent work19 suggests that the
MgOs111dsÎ33Î3d surface may have vacancies in the top
Mg layer.

Within the ionic picture, the existence of a bulk termi-
nated MgOs111ds131d surface is not allowed,16,17 although
this surface might be stabilized by the adsorption of foreign
species. For example, hydrogen adsorption on an oxygen-
terminated MgOs111d surface would satisfy the “sigma-half”
criterion3 sas would OH absorption on Mg terminated sur-
faced, and the huge electric fields/dipoles across the speci-
men would be canceled.20

As was discussed above, experimental data rule out face-
ting as a stabilization mechanism, and air-stable reconstruc-
tions at temperatures higher than 1200 °C stabilize the
MgOs111d surface. However, the structure of MgOs111d at
lower temperatures,950°Cd is still an open question. First-
principles calculations21,22 suggest a metallic character for
MgOs111d, and both quantum-mechanical calculations and
classical selectrostaticd theory predict hydroxylation as a
mechanism that will cancel polarity. Refsonet al.20 argue
that the surface energy of hydroxylated MgOs111d would be
smaller than MgOs100d, the most stable surface in MgO. In
this paper we report the experimental observation of the
MgOs111d-s131d structure on bulk and thinned single crys-
tals, and analyze the data to distinguish between the pro-
posed stabilization models.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Ex situ experiments

Disks cut from single-crystal MgOs111d slabs were me-
chanically polished and dimpled, then etched to perforation
in hot concentrated nitric acid, washed with water, sputtered
with 5 keV Ar ions, and furnace annealed in air to 800 °C.
The samples were transported through air to a Hitachi
H9000-NAR high-resolution transmission electron micro-
scope where the electron transparent regions were investi-
gated by bright field imagingsBF-TEMd and by transmission
high-energy electron diffractionsTHEEDd. Similar prepara-
tions, but higher temperature anneals in vacuum and in air
were used in our prior studies that resulted in reconstruction
stabilized MgOs111d surfaces.8–11,13

B. In situ experiments

Two MgO single crystal slabs cut along thes111d plane
were mechanically polished and cleaned with acetone and
methanol solvents. One crystal was etched in hot concen-
trated nitric acid, washed with water, and furnace annealed in
air to 800 °C. The second crystal was kept in the as-polished
state. Once in ultrahigh vacuum, both crystals were further
cleaned with oxygen plasma at room temperature, followed
by annealing at 800 °C in UHV by electron beam bombard-
ment on the back side of the Mo plate on which the MgO
crystals were mounted. The structure of the top surface was

studied by reflection high-energy electron diffraction
sRHEEDd, low-energy electron diffractionsLEEDd, and by
x-ray photoelectron and Auger electron diffractionsXPDd. A
Gammadata/Scienta SES 200 photoelectron spectrometer
sXPSd with monochromatic AlKa x-ray source was used to
study the chemical composition of the MgOs111d surface,
and a computerized two-axis sample goniometer was em-
ployed to record the polar and azimuthal variations on the O
1s and Mg KLL emission intensities. A flood gun was used
to minimize the effects of surface charging. Details about the
experimental system can be found elsewhere.23

The preparations used for the MgOs111d surface in this
work were also used in our recent studies of polar oxide
interfaces formed by epitaxial growth of Fe3O4 film in a
polar s111d orientation.24 Such preparations have been used
extensively in the same system for preparation of clean neu-
tral MgOs100d surfaces without any detectable surface
hydroxides.25 The oxygen pressure in the chamber during
plasma cleaning was,2310−5 Torr, as measured with an
ion gauge not directly in the activated oxygen beam. Room-
temperature exposure to activated oxygen for tens of minutes
results in the removal of adventitious carbon, as judged by
XPS. The only surface contamination presentsother than Hd
was a trace of F. The amount of F on the surface was about
0.15–0.2 ML, compared to,1 ML of OH. Sputtering was
not used to avoid further damage to the polar surface. Sub-
sequent annealing in high vacuum restored the crystallo-
graphic order in the surface lost during the mechanical pol-
ishing, as judged by significant improvements in the
appearance of the LEED and RHEED patterns.

C. Theoretical analysis

Three different theoretical approaches have been used to
analyze the x-ray photoelectron and Auger electron diffrac-
tion data: single and multiple scattering XPD in cluster
geometry26 and multiple scattering XPD in a slab
geometry.27 The results presented in this paper were obtained
using the path-reversed photoelectron diffraction
algorithm28,29 based on the reciprocity theorem in a slab ge-
ometry. In this approach the wave amplitudes at different
emitters can be found by propagating the electron backward
from the detector to the emitter. The photoelectron intensity
is then evaluated by multiplying these amplitudes by the
atomic photoelectron matrix elements. In Auger electron dif-
fraction, the matrix elements are replaced by atomic Auger
matrix elements. Since the latter are not as easy to evaluate
numerically, we have assumed isotropic emitters for simplic-
ity. This approximation is not expected to cause significant
errors in the range of electron energies considered.

The MgOs111d crystal was divided into layers consisting
either of Mg or O atoms with alternating stacking. The ter-
minating layer was varied to be Mg, O, and OH, as proposed
previously. Variations that move the topmost H and O layers
to nonstandard lattice sites were also explored, as were
double and triple OH layers. The layer diffraction matrices
were found using a conventional LEED package.30 Propaga-
tion of the electron from the detector to the emitter, with
multiple scattering among different layers, was performed by
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the renormalized forward scatteringsRFSd algorithm.30,31

Both the atomic matrix elements and phase shifts were cal-
culated from a potential constructed using the program
MUFPOT.31

R factor analysis was initially performed for interlayer
spacing optimization for atomic models with and without
hydrogen. The weak scattering of the oxygen photoelectrons
and magnesium Auger electrons by hydrogen ions produces
subtle differences between the calculated model XPD pat-
terns, reducing the sensitivity of model refinements. To over-
come this limitation, first-principles density functional theory
sDFTd calculations were used to calculate optimized atomic
positions for each model. Then the path-reversed algorithm
was used to calculate XPD patterns for these positions, and
an R factor analysis was performed to compare with the ex-
perimental XPD data, without further structural optimiza-
tions.

The DFT equations were solved using the full-potential
linearized augmented plane wavesFLAPWd method32,33 as
implemented in theFLAIR code. Ground-state atomic geom-
etries for all surface terminations were obtained by minimiz-
ing the forces and total energies. The calculated MgO bulk
lattice constants for both the local density approximation
sLDA d value of 4.194 Å and the generalized gradient ap-
proximationsGGAd value of 4.266 Å are in good agreement
with the experimental MgO bulk lattice constant of 4.217 Å;
we choose to use LDA in this study because of the slightly
better agreement with experiment.

The surfaces were modeled by repeated slabs of between
13 and 39 layers. Calculations of polar surfaces in a slab
geometry required particular care due to the long-range Cou-
lomb interactions. One way to avoid this problem is to con-
struct slabs that are symmetrically terminatedfi.e., with odd
numbers of close packeds111d layersg. We have tested that
our reported results are essentially unchanged with respect to
increasing the number of layers, the “vacuum” region, the
Brillouin zone sampling, and the basis size cutoffs. The rela-
tively large number of layersfcompared to four or five layers
used in prior MgOs111d calculationsg was selected to repro-
duce the bulk interplanar distances in the middle of the slab,
to give better quantitatively reliable calculated surface inter-
planar spacings, as well as allowing for a clearer separation
between surface and bulk contributions.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Ex situ THEED experiments

Figure 1sad shows a selected area THEED pattern with
pronounceds131d spots. The bright field TEM images from
the same areafFig. 1sbdg reveal terrace and step structures.
The terraces must haves111d character to allow the observa-
tion of the surface specifics111d-131 spotsfindicated with
arrows in Fig. 1sadg, which are forbidden for bulk MgO,
having fractional Muller indices of13s422d type. These
s111d131 reflections are not commonly observed in electron
diffraction data from MgO powder or bulk samples that tend
to be terminated by neutrals100d type surfaces. To the best
of our knowledge this is the first observation of rocksalt

s111d-131 THEED patterns. We have observed these reflec-
tions, along with additional reconstruction specific reflec-
tions, in our earlier THEED patterns from MgOs111d sur-
faces with sÎ33Î3dR30° , s232d and s2Î332Î3dR30°
structures obtained at much higher annealing temperatures.11

The forbidden 1
3s422d reflections were first reported in

THEED patterns from Au foils terminated withs111d-131
surfaces and identified as surface truncation spots.34 These
bulk forbidden reflections remain extinguished when the
specimen has a complete number of bulk unit cells in the
propagation direction of the incident beamfi.e., thickness
=3 N, where N is the number of close packeds111d Au
planeg, but become visible for incomplete number of bulk
unit cellssi.e., sample thickness of 3N±1 atomic layersd. The
same analysis and conclusions can be applied to our obser-
vation of the MgOs111d-131 reflections, butN here be-
comes the number of Mg-Os111d bilayers.

We have previously used the surface reconstruction spot
intensity from THEED to propose structures for the recon-
structed MgOs111d surfaces,11 but the 131 reflections were
omitted from these analyses because they contain contribu-
tions from incomplete numbers of unit cells in the electron
beam direction. THEED is a powerful method for finding
in-plane positions, but not for out-of-plane relaxations.35 For
this reason we undertook further diffraction and
spectroscopy experiments to gain information about the
MgOs111d-131 surface structure and composition under
controlled vacuum conditions.

B. In situ LEED and RHEED experiments

Upon oxygen plasma cleaning and annealing in UHV,
both MgOs111d single crystal samples displayeds131d
LEED sFig. 2d and RHEEDsFig. 3d patterns, in agreement
with the THEED observations after air anneals. RHEED
from the acid-etched and annealed crystals displayed some
transmission contributions, as expected from our previous
observations of vicinal faceting of MgO surfaces upon acid
etching.10,36 The LEED patterns shown in Fig. 2 are from a
polished, plasma-cleaned, and UHV-annealed crystal. These
LEED patterns show a 131 surface structure without three-
fold splitting which had been observed previously on faceted
MgOs111d surfaces.6 At present we do not have experimental
LEED I-V curves from these surfaces. Instead, we use angle-

FIG. 1. THEED sad and bright field TEMsbd of an electron
transparent MgOs111d sample annealed at 800 °C in air. Reflections
marked by arrows insad denote a 131 surface structure.
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resolved x-ray photoelectron core-level spectroscopy, and
scanned angle x-ray photoelectron and Auger electron dif-
fraction sXPD/AEDd to probe the MgOs111d-s131d surface
composition and structure.

C. In situ XPS/XPD experiments

Scanned-angle XPD/AED at low take-off angles enhances
the surface sensitivity of the technique. We have thus mea-
sured O 1s and Mg KLL azimuthal angular distributions at
take-off angles ranging from 7° to 16°, as well as polar scans
in high-symmetry azimuthsfFig. 4sadg. The s131d surface
termination is readily determined from qualitative consider-
ations of the polar scans, at least for this particular crystal
type and surface orientation. The O 1s/Mg KLL intensity
ratio is expected to increasesdecreased as grazing emission is
approached if the surface is terminated with OsMgd, due
simply to inelastic attenuation of outgoing photoelectrons.
We have found that this ratio increases at low take-off angles

in all low-symmetry azimuths, as seen in Fig. 4sbd for polar
angles smaller than 15°, favoring the O and OH termination
models over the Mg termination model. A detailed theoreti-
cal analysis of the XPD data is presented in Sec. IV, which
favors the OH termination.

High-energy-resolution O 1s spectra obtained at normal
emissionsu=90°d and grazing emissionsu=10°d reveal a
surface specific peak that is shifted by,2 eV towards higher
binding energy, as shown in Fig. 5. This peak can be ascribed
to the presence of a terminal layer of OH based on the nearly
identical chemical shift measured for dissociative chemisorp-
tion of water on MgOs001d.37 However, the observed O 1s
shift on the polar surface cannot be used to unambiguously
exclude the O-terminated model without independent knowl-
edge of the magnitude and shift direction that would be pro-
duced by the predicted two-dimensionals2Dd metallization
and interlayer relaxation. The DFT calculations of the O 1s
and 2s levels discussed in Sec. IV confirm the OH termina-
tion interpretation, allowing us to label the shifted peak in
Fig. 5 as an OH peak. The angular dependence of the OH
peak intensity, relative to that of lattice oxygen, shows that
the amount of OH is equal to,1 ML if the O 1s photoelec-
tron escape length is assumed to be 30–35 Å, which is not
unreasonable for a wide band gap insulator such as MgO.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Atomic structure from DFT and XPD/AED

Several structural models were constructed for the
MgOs111d-s131d surface, as summarized in Table I. For all
models, the in-plane and out-of-plane atomic positions were

FIG. 2. LEED patterns for the MgOs111d-131 surface obtained
by oxygen plasma cleaning and annealing at 800 °C in UHV. A
131 surface periodicity is evident at all three energies.

FIG. 3. RHEED patterns of MgOs111d-s131d surface as pre-
pared in Fig. 2. The upper and lower panels show the patterns along
the f11-2g and f1-10g azimuths, respectively.
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optimized by minimization of the atomic forces in the DFT
total energy calculations. In Table I we report only the first
three important interplanar distances between the O and Mg
close-packeds111d planes:d1 is the distance between the two
topmost planesse.g., between the first O and the second Mg
plane for O-terminated and OH-terminated surfaces, or be-
tween the first Mg and second O plane for the Mg-terminated
surfaced, d2 is the distance between the second and third
planes, andd3 between the third and fourth planes.

The first two models are for clean Mg- and O-terminated
surfaces. The interlayer separations for the Mg-terminated
surface are close to the bulk value, the first layer is expanded
by 3.6%, while the second and third layer are contracted by
0.3 and 0.2 %, respectively. In contrast, the clean
O-terminated surface layer contracts by 29.4% from the bulk
value, the second Mg layer expands by 9.4%, and the third O
layer is contracted by 6.3%.

The H-terminated model, with an H on top of every O and
the O in regular rocksalt stacking sites, has an H-O distance
of 0.98 Å. Total energy calculations favor H on top of O
instead of the hollow site by 0.16 eV. The OH bond length is
expanded by 7.2% with respect to the bulk OH distance in
MgsOHd2. The first O-Mg distance of 1.041 Å is expanded
by 8.6% from the corresponding bulk MgsOHd2 distance of
0.958 Å, and contracted by 14.4% from the bulk MgO dis-
tance of 1.217 Å. The second and third interlayer distances
are close to the bulk oxide value, displaying contractions of
0.8 and 0.5 %.

The next three models with two OH groups cover the
options of having H between the second and third layer in
addition to its presence as a top layer. Three models were
considered:sid H on top of the first O layer and H beneath
the O of the second layer,sii d H on top of the first O layer
and H in a hollow site between the second and third layers,
andsiii d H on top of the first O layer and half a monolayer of
H beneath the second O layer. For all three cases, the top-
most H sas in the case with a single OH modeld induced a
contraction for the firstsO-Mgd interlayer distance in the
11–14 % range. The second Mg-O interplanar distance is
contracted by 2.1% in casesid, but expanded by 3.1 and
18.1 % for casessii d and siii d. Finally the third O-Mg inter-
planar distance was expanded in all three cases, by 51.6,
72.9, and 59.4 % with respect to bulk MgO interplanar dis-
tances, respectively. It is not unexpected that the presence of
an H plane between the second and third layer should yield
significantly enlarged the O-Mg distance.

The last model considered has three OH layers whose
structure is based on the MgsOHd2 sbrucited structure. The

FIG. 4. sad XPD polar scans in three high
symmetry azimuthssf=0°, 30°, and 60°d show-
ing the Mg KLL Auger sbold lined and the O 1s
photoelectronsthin lined integrated intensity as
function of take off angle.sbd O 1s/Mg KLL in-
tensity ratio vs polar angle for same azimuths.
This ratio increases at low take-off anglessi.e.,
polar angles smaller than 15°d indicating that the
terminating layer is oxygen rich.

FIG. 5. XPS of O 1s peak for normalsu=90°d and grazing
take-off angles showing surface specific shift toward higher binding
energy indicative of OH termination of the UHV annealed
MgOs111d surface.
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first O-Mg plane distance in brucitelike termination of
MgOs111d had a contraction of 2.5%, while the second
Mg-O planar distance is expanded by 2.8%. The third inter-
planar O-Mg distance in brucitelike models is distinct from
the previous models, due to the missing Mg plane being
replaced by the double H layers. Thus the third planar dis-
tance was determined to be 130.9% larger than bulk MgO.

The three topmost planar DFT optimized distances, ex-
cluding the H planes because of their negligible scattering
power, were used for XPD calculations. A quantitative com-
parison between the theoretical and the experimental XPD
results is provided by Pendry’sR factor RP.38 The R factor
analysis, given in Table I, shows that the best fit to the ex-
perimental data is given by the OH-terminated surface, with
a single monolayer of H on top of an oxygen layer in a
regular rocksalt lattice site. However, the difference inR
factors is rather small, especially between the O-terminated
and the single OH-terminated models, necessitating further
analysis of the XPD line shapes.

Figure 6 shows the calculated MgKLL Auger electron
diffraction intensities and the calculated O 1s photoelectron
diffraction intensities as a function of polar angle along azi-
muth f110g, for the clean Mg- and O-terminated surfaces and
for the OH-terminated structural models obtained from the
total energy calculations. Since hydrogen atoms have negli-
gible cross section in the medium energy range, the
H-terminated and O-terminated surfaces have the same
stacking sequence and differ only in their surface relaxations
as obtained by the total energy calculation. The experimental
data are also shown. The prominent peaks at 54.7°swith
respect to surface normald are due to both the focusing39,40

and defocusing41 effects along an internuclear axis joining
the atoms in adjacent atomic layers. Therefore, this azimuth
is expected to have the greatest sensitivity to the surface
structure.

In Fig. 7 we compare the azimuthal dependence of the
calculated ratio of the MgKLL to O 1s intensities and the
corresponding experimental data for electrons exiting at a
glancing angle of 7° with respect to the surface. If we ignore
the difference in scattering factors of the two atomic species

and the relatively small difference in electron energy, both
the Auger and photoelectron emitters have the same struc-
tural environment in the bulk. Taking the ratio would en-
hance the difference that is mainly due to the structure near

TABLE I. The topmost Mg-O or O-O distances used for XPD calculation. Pendry’sR factor sRPd
averaged over Mg KLL and O 1s spectra for electron intensities as a function of polar angles along thef110g
are presented.

Model d1sÅd d2sÅd d3sÅd RPsÅd

Mg/O/Mg Mg terminated 1.254 1.207 1.208 0.24

O/Mg/O O-terminated 0.855 1.325 1.135 0.21

H/O/Mg/¯ OH terminated 1.041 1.206 1.209 0.19

H/O/Mg/¯ OH terminated with stacking fault 1.067 1.276 1.215 0.26

H/O/Mg/O/H/Mg/O OH on top with a
monolayer of H in second O plane

1.050 1.185 1.836 0.35

H/O/Mg/O/H/Mg/O OH on top with a
monolayer of H in hollow beneath second O plane

1.078 1.248 2.093 0.37

H/O/Mg/O/H/Mg/O OH on top with ahalve
monolayer of H in second O plane

1.047 1.429 1.929 0.44

H/O/Mg/O/H/H/O Brucite with OH on top 1.118 1.245 2.795 0.41

FIG. 6. Calculated MgKLL Auger intensities and O 1s photo-
electron intensities as function of polar anglesmeasured from sur-
face planed along thef110g azimuth, assuming Mg-, O-, and OH-
terminated MgOs111d-s131d structural models with distances
obtained from the total energy calculations. The corresponding ex-
perimental results are shown as bold lines.
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the surface. The different models do show considerable sen-
sitivity to the surface structure. As seen from the figure, the
Mg-terminated model can be excluded. For the OH- and
O-terminated models, the relative intensities of peaks favor
the former model. We also note that there are shifts between
the calculated and experiment peaks which could be due to
uncertainty in sample alignment.

B. Electronic structure from DFT calculations

In addition to structural properties, the FLAPW calcula-
tions provide information about the electronic properties of
the systems. The local density of statessLDOSd, shown in
Fig. 8, show the valence band and the deep-lying O 2s states,
and provide unique signatures for the preferred surface ter-
mination. Figures 8sad–8scd shows the LDOS of the top Mg
and O layers for the Mg, O, and OH terminations. The bulk
LDOS for the Mg and O are also presented for reference in
Fig. 8sdd. For both O and Mg termination, the top layers
have states around the Fermi level, indicative of the pro-
posed 2D metallic character of both surfaces. The DOS of
the top O layer are derived from the O valence band, while in
the Mg terminations the states around the Fermi energy in
the middle of the gap are derived mainly from the conduc-
tion Mg band. In contrast, the OH-terminated surface does
not exhibit metallicspartially occupiedd states, but the sur-
face band gap is reduced by 70% with respect to bulk MgO
because of the H-induced surface states in the gap. Experi-
mental recording of valence band photoelectron spectra is
precluded by the long counting timessseveral hoursd during
which charging causes slow drifts in the binding energy scale
that are hard to compensate by flood guns. UPS was further

complicated by charging because the He source is so much
brighter than the x-ray source.

For the OH termination, the O-derived 2s states at the
surface display a,2 eV shift towards higher binding energy
fFig. 8sadg, and the 1s states are shifted by,1 eV snot
shownd. These shifts are in the same direction as the experi-
mental shift of 2 eV seen in the XPS spectra in Fig. 5. For
the O termination, the calculations a −1 eV shift of the 2s
surface state and −0.2 eV of the 1s state, both towards lower
binding energy and in theoppositedirection from the experi-
ment. The shifts of the O 1s and 2s states for the Mg-
terminated slabs are essentially zero, in contrast to the ex-
perimentally observed shifts. These trends can also be seen
in the dispersion of the surface and bulk bands for the three
models, as shown to the right in Fig. 8. The different termi-
nations also will affect the surface dipole, and hence the
work functions of the system. The H changes the density
significantly in the surface region, and thereby reducing the
surface dipole of the O-terminated surface by several eV,
leading to a work function for the OH-terminated surface of
,3.6 eV.

FIG. 7. Calculated azimuthal MgKLL /O 1s intensity ratios for
the models shown in Fig. 6, and the corresponding experimental
data for electrons exiting at a glancing angle of 7° with respect to
the surface. The best fit is obtained for the OH-terminated surface
structure.

FIG. 8. Local density of states for the topmost O and Mg atomic
planes for slabs terminated withsad OH, sbd O, andscd Mg, andsdd
for bulk MgO. The dashed vertical lines represent the Fermi levels,
showing the insulating nature of the OH termination, and the me-
tallic nature of the O and Mg terminations.sThe “bulk” atoms of
the different calculations are used to align the energies.d Compari-
son with the position of bulk O 2s level sdashed-dotted lined shows
a shift to higherslowerd binding energy for OHsOd termination.
The band structure for the three terminations is shown on the right
for the OH stopd, O smiddled, and Mgsbottomd terminations.
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The above calculations also allow for spin polarization.
While the oxygen-terminated surface has a calculated mag-
netic moment, this moment is quenched when hydrogen is
adsorbed. The changes in the calculated structural properties
for the magnetic O-terminated surface are small compared to
the scale needed for noticeable differences in theR factor.
Regarding the possibly more significant changes in the elec-
tronic properties with surface magnetism, especially with re-
gard to the shifts in the density of states, the basic physics
and conclusions are the same as for a nonmagnetic surface:
For the magnetic O-terminated surface, thesfully occupiedd
majority DOS were found to be aligned with the bulk O
DOS, while the minority DOS are again shifted towards
lower binding energyswith the shift large for magnetic Od,
opposite to the shift for OH termination.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our experimental and theoretical results favor the OH-
terminated model over the stoichiometric O-terminated or
Mg-terminated models for this polar oxide surface, in agree-
ment with prior theoretical predictions of dipole moment and
surface energy minimization provided by the OH
termination.19,42,43The interlayer separations obtained in our
DFT calculations and XPD experiments are in close agree-
ment with recently published DFT results for this surface.43

In addition, we have considered new models with double and
triple OH layers in a MgsOHd2 configuration. These models
generate poorer fits to the experimental data; however, they
could be used in modeling of the initial steps of bulk hy-
droxylation studied recently by environmental electron
microscopy.44

Hydrogen is difficult to detect in electron diffraction ex-
periments due to its small scattering factor. Our XPD results
indicate that the OH termination with the first O-Mg contrac-
tion of 14.4% presents only a slightly better fit to the experi-
ments than the O termination with contraction of 29.4%.
However, it is important to note that our DFT calculations
indicate that the O core levels can be used to easily discrimi-
nate between the O and the OH termination, because they
give chemical shifts in opposite directions.

Our results pointing to H stabilization of the MgOs111d
surface suggests that an unreconstructed stoichiometrics111d
surface remains as yet unobserved. It is notable that the hy-
drogen termination is present even upon oxygen plasma
cleaning of the native MgOs111d surface followed by 800 °C
annealing under ultrahigh vacuums,10−11 Torrd. The same
preparation conditions have been found to yield hydrogen-
free neutral MgOs100d-s131d surfaces. The source of the
surface hydrogen in the MgOs111d experiments is not fully
understood. It could be present on the natives111d surface
via interaction with atmospheric water, as suggested by the
theoretical study of Refsonet al.20 that showed the hydroxy-
lated MgOs111d face to be more stable than thes100d orien-
tation. These authors have argued that the interaction with
water drives the frequent occurrence ofs111d terminations on
geological MgOspericlased samples. Once formed, the OH
termination would provide a very effective stabilization of
the polar surface and might be present at the native surfaces,

as also suggested fora−Al2O3s0001d.45 Indeed, our recent
follow up XPS experiments with air exposed unreconstructed
MgOs111d surfaces found a strong OH signal that is reduced
upon annealing in UHV, but not eliminated.46 At this time we
cannot determine if this native hydroxide termination is im-
pervious to the oxygen plasma cleaning and UHV annealing
that were used in the present work, or if the hydrogen termi-
nation is removed and then reformed upon cooling by ad-
sorption of atomic hydrogen or by dissociative chemisorp-
tion of H2 or H2O from the UHV ambient. These results
suggest that polar oxide surfaces may be of interest for split-
ting water and/or hydrogen storage.

Apart from the effects of the annealing temperature and
pressures, the crystal thickness in the polar direction also
merits discussion. In our study we find the MgOs111d-s1
31d-OH structure on both macroscopic single crystals and
on thinned unsupported single crystals of thickness ranging
from few nanometers to several hundred micrometers. All
prior reports of thes111d-s131d-OH surface structure have
been for ultrathin films of NiO, CoO, and FeO grown on
metal substrates, using spectroscopic methods to determine
the presence of hydrogen, and diffraction methods to docu-
ment the 131 periodicity.3 To the best of our knowledge
there are no reported surface structure determinations for the
s111d-s131d-OH atomic positions in these thin films. A re-
versible s131d-OH to ps232d reconstruction has been re-
ported for 1–2 nm thin films of NiOs111d on Nis111d upon
heating in UHV and readsorption of water.47 However, the
single crystal NiOs111d-s232d surfaces were not found to
transform to as131d-OH structure upon water exposure un-
der conditions that readily transform the thin films.14 In this
sense our elucidation of the MgOs111d-s131d-OH surface
structure marks a first such finding on a bulk rocksalt oxide
crystal.

A few reports of unreconstructed surfaces exist for ultra-
thin oxide films grown in the polar direction on metal sub-
strates. A 14.8% contraction of the O-Ni interplanar separa-
tion was reported for O-terminated NiOs111d films on
Nis100d substrates from LEED,48 but hydrogen was not in-
cluded in the models. This result has not been reproduced in
other studies of NiOs111d films. A bulk-terminated 131
structure has also been reported for a single bilayer of
FeOs111d on Pts111d,49 and for a single trilayer of NaCls111d
on Als111d,50 but such ultrathin polar surface structures on
macroscopic metal substrates are expected to have different
stabilization behavior. Most recently Kiguchiet al.51 have
shown that a rather flat unreconstructed polar MgOs111d-
s131d could be grown by alternate adsorption of Mg and O2

on Ags111d. While the absence of hydrogen has not been
directly proven, electron energy loss spectroscopysEELSd
and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopysUPSd results in-
dicate that the surface is semiconducting or metallic, in con-
trast to the insulating nature expected for the OH termina-
tion.

In conclusion, our combined experimental and theoretical
study shows that hydrogen stabilizes the MgOs111d polar
oxide surface. In addition, we report on the structural deter-
mination of as111d-s131d-OH surface for a polar rocksalt
crystal.
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